
Land for sale in Ermitas de Almayate, Málaga

?? Interesting Plot by the Sea: Make it your Slice of Paradise in Almayate Bajo! ??
Escape to your own oasis just moments away from the serene shores of Almayate Bajo! Nestled in a prime location,
this remarkable plot of land offers the perfect canvas for your coastal dreams to come true.
??? Location, Location, Location: Situated a mere 5 minutes from the glistening Mediterranean Sea, your new slice of
paradise promises endless days of sun, sand, and sea breeze. Whether you crave a leisurely stroll along the beach or a
dip in the azure waters, everything you desire is just a stone's throw away.
?? Practical Shed Included: This plot comes complete with a shed, perfect for storing your beach essentials or
transforming into a cozy retreat for weekend getaways. The possibilities are endless!
?? Utilities Connected: Say goodbye to the hassle of setting up utilities! With water and electricity already connected to
the property, you can start building your dream nearby-beach home without delay. It's the ultimate convenience at
your fingertips.
?? Spectacular Sunsets: Prepare to be mesmerized by breathtaking sunsets painting the sky in hues of orange and
pink. Whether you're unwinding after a long day or entertaining guests, the beauty of Almayate Bajo's sunsets will
never cease to amaze.
?? Priceless Opportunity: All of this could be yours for the incredible price of just €130,000! Don't miss out on the
chance to own your own piece of paradise in one of Almayate Bajo's most sought-after locations.
?? Act Fast: Opportunities like this are rare and fleeting. Contact us today to schedule a viewing and secure your future
in Almayate Bajo's coastal haven. Your dream beach lifestyle awaits!
Don't let this opportunity slip through your fingers. Your coastal escape awaits!

  0 bedrooms   0 bathrooms   2,366m² Plot size

130,000€

 Property marketed by Inland Andalucia
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